Impact of psychogenic nonepileptic seizures on epilepsy presurgical investigation and surgical outcomes.
We sought to determine the percentage of patients undergoing presurgical assessment that had both psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNESs) and epileptic seizures (ESs) captured within our telemetry unit and how this affected progression to surgery and describe eventual outcomes in patients with a history of mixed PNESs/ESs who underwent surgery. To determine what happened to patients who had PNESs recorded during a presurgical workup, we reviewed the records of 725 patients admitted to our telemetry unit for presurgical assessment between 2007 and 2013 and identified those with PNESs and ESs recorded. To determine outcomes postsurgery in operated patients who had mixed PNESs/ESs, we also reviewed the records of 519 patients who had had epilepsy surgery between 1999 and 2012 and identified those within this group who also had PNESs prior to surgery. Nineteen of the 725 patients had PNESs captured during their presurgical telemetry along with ESs captured on either this or a previous study. Four of these patients were ultimately offered surgery. Nine of the 519 patients with a history of PNESs underwent epilepsy surgery. At 1 to 5years of follow-up (mean: 4.1years) of those nine patients, five were still having ESs and three patients had worsening or new-onset PNESs. At the last follow-up, four had had a worthwhile improvement. This study suggests that recent outcomes for people with mixed PNESs/ESs are not as promising as previously described and that PNESs should remain a relative contraindication for surgery.